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LONDON: Oil prices seesawed yesterday,
rattled by investor nervousness after deadly
blasts in Brussels prompted a flight towards
so-called safe-haven assets such as gold. Oil
had risen earlier in the session following a
drop in US inventory levels that helped ease
some of the concern around oversupply
that could dampen future price recoveries.
Brent crude futures were up 5 cents at
$41.59 a barrel by 1127 GMT, having risen to
a session high of $41.75.  Brent has gained
over 50 percent from January ’s 12-year
lows.

US May crude futures were down 6 cents
at $41.46. “The stocks (fall) in Cushing (U.S.

oil delivery hub) helped ... but obviously
now you have these headlines from Brussels
and that can lead to some risk-off position-
ing. But the movements for now are not
very significant,” Petromatrix strategist
Olivier Jakob said.

The dollar  index,  gold and German
Bunds, all perceived to be less risky options
at times of geopolitical or financial uncer-
tainty, rallied in price.  Equities came under
pressure, led by steep falls in airline and
other travel stocks, after the attacks. US
crude stockpiles at the Cushing, Oklahoma
hub fell 570,574 barrels to 69.05 million in
the week to March 18,  traders said on

Monday, citing data from market intelli-
gence firm Genscape. Cushing inventories
had previously risen towards 70 million bar-
rels, causing market participants to fear
they could hit capacity.

“Oil and a number of other markets have
reached a bit of a pause phase,” said Ric
Spooner,  chief  market analyst  at  CMC
Markets. “For oil we have had a substantial
rally. A lot of that has been preemptive in
nature, preempting production cuts, and
assisted by the weaker U.S. dollar,” he said.

“We have arrived at the situation where
the market is waiting for news to catch up
with it a little,” Spooner said. Producers

from OPEC and non-members meet on
April 17 in Qatar to discuss an output
freeze. Iran has said it would consider
joining in once it had recovered mar-
ket share.  A senior oi l  off icial  was
quoted as saying the country’s crude
exports have reached 2.2 million bar-
rels per day (bpd) since sanctions were
lifted in January, marking a rise of
900,000 bpd. 

Gold rallies
Gold rallied more than 1 percent

yesterday after  two explosions at
Brussels airport killed at least 26 peo-
ple and a further blast hit the Belgian
capital’s Metro, with investors seeking
assets  seen as  a  haven from r isk .
Belgium’s federal prosecutor said the
airport explosions resulted from a sui-
cide attack, public broadcasters VTM
and RTBF reported. The Belga agency
said shots were fired and there were
shouts in Arabic shortly before two
blasts rang out.

Spot gold ral l ied to a  high of
$1,259.60 an ounce in the wake of the
news, and was at $1,249.86 at 1030
GMT, up 0.5 percent. US gold futures
for April delivery were up $6.40 an
ounce at $1,250.60. 

Gold fell for three days to Monday
on uncertainty over the path of US
interest rates. Speculation rates would
rise pushed prices down 10 percent
last year, but they have rebounded 20

percent since Jan. 1 as those expecta-
tions faded.  “Before the explosions we
had some fairly hawkish comments
from one of the Fed officials saying a
rate increase could now be on the
agenda for April,” Societe Generale
analyst Robin Bhar said.   “ I ’d have
thought that would have weakened
gold, but clearly safe-haven buying on
the back of the explosions in Brussels
has (pushed prices higher).”

Atlanta Federal Reserve President
Dennis Lockhart said on Monday the
United States may be in line for a rate
hike as soon as next month, another
sign that policymakers are comfort-
able lett ing U.S .  monetary pol icy
diverge from other major economies.
European stocks fell  and investors
rushed for the safety of government
bonds after the explosions in Brussels.
The euro fell, the yen and the Swiss
franc rose,  and the dol lar  index
climbed 0.3 percent after the news.
Swiss gold exports fell to an 18-month
low in February as shipments to lead-
ing gold consumers India, China and
Hong Kong sl id from the previous
month. 

“Exports to China, Hong Kong and
India plunged by over 40 percent
month-on-month and are thus nearly
30 percent lower than in the same peri-
od last year. This points to subdued
gold demand in Asia,” Commerzbank
said in a note. — Reuters
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